


A list is an ordered col lection of zero or more objects enclosed by

square brackets ([]) . If there are two or more objects in a list, they

should be separated by comma(s) .

L ists can be constructed by enclosing comma separated objects in a

pair of square brackets or by using list constructor, list(iterator) ,

that can take an optional argument (iterator)





An empty l ist can be created impl icit ly by using square brackets ([])

An empty list can also be created explici t ly by cal l ing the list constructor,

list(iterable) without i ts argument (iterable)

Implici t creation is more efficient in terms of execution speed as expl ici t

creation involves function invocation and associated housekeeping tasks.



The bui lt- in function len(iterable) returns the length (the number of

i tems) of the iterable . The length of an empty l ist is 0



The bui lt- in function min(iterable) returns the smal lest object of the

iterable . I f the objects are not comparable, TypeError wil l be raised.



The bui lt- in function max(iterable) returns the largest object of the

iterable . I f the objects are not comparable, TypeError wil l be raised.



List is a sequence, so each item in a list has a numbered position called index that starts at 0

Elements of a list can be accessed in the reverse order by using negative index starting with -1

(The last element in a list has index -1, the second-to-last element has index -2, and so on)







A slice can be extracted from a list using the slice operator ( [ ] ) and colon(:) to separate

start, stop and step options.



If a list need to be deleted, del( ) function can be used. If a list need to be emptied

(delete all elements of the list), clear() method can be used. A list can also be emptied

by assigning an empty list to it. Another way is by assigning the product of the list

multiplied with 0 to the list itself.



To remove an element by value from a list, remove(x) method can be used. The first

element with the value x will be removed. If not found, the method raises ValueError. The

removed element would be lost as this method returns None



To remove the last element from a list, pop()method can be used. If no argument is passed,

pop()method removes the last element from the list and returns it. Another way to remove

the last element of a list is to use delwith -1 as index.



To remove an element from a list by index, pop(index) method can be used. The method

removes the first element at the index position from the list and returns it. If the index is out

of range for the list, it raises an IndexError. The preferred way to remove an element by

index is by using del s[index]






